Longitudinal study of body composition of 101 HIV men with lipodystrophy: dual-energy X-ray criteria for lipodystrophy evolution.
The aim of this study was to define evolution profiles of body composition among human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected men with lipodystrophy. The design is a retrospective analysis using observational data collected longitudinally. We included 101 HIV-infected men with lipodystrophy managed in routine practice and who had 2 dual energy X-ray absorptiometry scans within a minimum interval of 18 mo. Lipodystrophy was defined as a fat mass ratio (FMR, defined as the ratio of the percentage of the trunk fat mass over the percentage of the lower limbs fat mass) equal or superior to 1.5. Patients were classified in "improved" group (IG: increase of lower limbs fat mass >/= 10%) or "nonimproved" group (NIG). Body composition, immunovirological and epidemiological data were collected and compared between the 2 groups. In the whole population, over a 4-yr period, a significant increase was observed for total fat mass, trunk fat mass, and lower limbs fat mass, whereas total lean mass was stable. Total body mineral density decreased. Fifty-nine patients (IG), less exposed to zidovudine than the NIG, had an increase of lower limbs fat mass higher than 10%. But only 13 (22%) regained a normal distribution of fat mass (FMR < 1.5), showing that lipodystrophy was slowly reversible. Among the NIG, 5 patients (11.9%), less exposed to zidovudine and with a higher mean of viral load, reached an FMR below 1.5. It was mainly because of a loss of trunk fat mass, which could be the sign of a lipodystrophy worsening. Lipodystrophy improved for 58.4% of men. The improvement was very slow. Recovery was observed only in patients with an earlier intervention. No correlation was observed between lipodystrophy and total body bone mineral density. The loss of trunk fat mass without gain of lower limbs fat mass may indicate a worsening of HIV disease.